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ABSTRACT

The study of security in computer networks is a rapidly growing area of interest because

of the proliferation of networks and the paucity of security measures in most current neb

works. Since most networks consist of a collection of inter-connected local area networks

(LANs), this paper concentrates on the security-related issues in a single broadcast tAN

• such as Ethernet. Specifically, we formalize various possible network attacks and outline

methods of detecting them. Our basic strategy is to develop profiles of usage of network

resources and then compare current usage patterns with the historical profile to deter-

mine possible security violations. Thus, our work is similar to the hosbbased intrusion-

detection systems such as SRI's IDES [LUNT88a]. Different from such systems, however,

is our use of a hierarchical model to refine the focus of the intrusi6n-detection mechan-

ism. We also report on the development of our experimental LAiN monitor currently

under implementation. Several network attacks have been simulated and results on how

the monitor has beeu able to detect these attacks are also analyzed. Initial results

demonstrate that many network attacks are detectable with our monitor, although it can

surely be defeated. Current work is focusing on the integration of network monitoring

with host,-based techniques.



I. INTRODUCTION

The study of security in computer networks is a rapidly growing area of interest

[NETW87, JSAC89, WALK89]. This activity has been fueled by several recent network

. attacks (or network intrusions). The task of providing and maintaining security in a

network is particularly challenging one because of the following facts. First, there is a

proliferation of local area networks (LANs) in academic, business, and research institu-

tions, and these LANs are in turn interconnected with the "outside world" via gateways

and wide area networks (WANs). Second, these networks and their associated equipment

(including LANs, WANs, and gateways), when they were developed, were don e so with

trusted users in mind; the issue was to solve the networking problem and very few, if

any, security measures were instituted. Consequently, network attacks or intrusions

such as eavesdropping on information meant for someone else, illegally accessing informa-

tion remotely, breaking into computers remotely, and flooding the network thereby

reducing its effective channel capacity are not uncommon (see, for example, [STOL88]).

To overcome these problems, several proposals suggest the deployment of new,

secure, and possibly closed systems by using methods that can prevent network attacks,

e.g., by using eucryption techniques [NE_,A,gcI87, NESH78, VOKE85, RUHO86, TENS87].

. But we recognize that these solutions will not work because of the tremendous invest-

ment already made in the existing infrastructure of open data networks, however
.J

insecure the latter might be. Furthermore, encryption techniques cannot protect against

stolen keys or legitimate users misusing their privileges. Hence, we approach the problem

from a different angle. Specifically, our goal is to develop monitoring techniques that

will enable us to maintain information of normal network activity (including those of the

network's individual nodes, their users, their offered services, etc.) The monitor will be

capable of observing current network activity, which, when compared with historical

behavior, will enable it to detect in real-time possible security violation on the network -



regardless of the network type, organizat!on, and topology. Since our goal is to detect

network intrusions, note that we are borrowing some of the basic concepts that have

been developed or proposed for non-networked, stand-alone, intrusion-detection systems,

e.g., IDES [DENN87, LUNT88a], MIDAS [WHIT87], and others [LUNTS8b].

. The focus of our present activity is narrowed to the local environment. In particu-

lar, we are developing our concepts for an Ethernet -- Carrier Sense Multiple .Access with

Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) [MEBO76] -- LAN which, because of its broadcast pro-

perty, enables us to design and test a single secure monitor that has access to ali of the

network traffic. (Distributed monitoring of wide area networks will be considerably more

complex, and will be taken up after our LAN monitori.ng problems have been properly

tackled.) A prototype LAN security monitor -- hereafter referred to as our Network Secu-

rity Monitor (NSM) -- has been in operation for apploximately a year, and it is continu-

ously been upgraded as we incorporate into it newer concepts as they emerge. The NSM

in its most elementary (lowest) level of operation can measure network utilization and

host-to-host activity. But when it suspects a possible intrusion or under the control of a

Security Officer, it can also refine its focus on an individual user, a group of users, indivi-

dual or group(s) of services they are using, etc., in a hierarchical fashion. Probabilistic,

rule-based, and mixed approaches are being employed by the monitor, and it raises

alarms for the Security Officer upon detecting anomalous behavior. The Security Officer

interfaces with the monitor via a user-friendiy window system, using which he/she can

manually alter (usually refine) the monitor's focus as well. At present, the monitor is

being employed to catch several simulated network attacks, and we report on them later

in the paper.

The system model is described in the next section. We model network attacks in

Section III, and study their possible detection mechanisms in Section IV. The conceptual

view of the NSM is developed in Section V, and its details are provided in Section VI.

Results from simulated attacks are analy_ed in Section VII. We conclude in Section VIII
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by summarizing the paper and discussing future work.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

a

The system's operating environment, viz. the setting in which the NSM is deployed,
m

is outlined below. Also included are pertinent definitions, e.g., our view of a network

attack or intrusion [NESS87, ESTR87]. .

The target system, which needs to. rotected from attack, consists of a number of

host computers (including devices such as file servers, name servers, printers, etc.) and a

LAN through which the hosts are inter-connected. The LAN is assumed to employ a

broadcast medium (e.g., Ether'net), and ali packets transmitted over the LAN are po*en-

tially available to any device connected on the network. The LAN is also assumed to be

physically secure, in the sense that an attacker (intruder) will not be able to directly

access the network hardware such as the connecting medium (cable) and the network

interface at each host. The LAN is connected to the outside world via one or more gate-

ways.

The principal source; of attacks is assumed to originate from the outside world and

. not from a source which already has legitimate access to a host or the LAN. However,

an intruder's strategy could be to initially infiltrate a less secure host on the LAN and
.a

then utilize this trust 2, a platform for launching the attack on the ultimate (main) tar-

get.

Of course, the most effective way of preventing attack is to i_olate the system from

the outside world. However, there are many environments, which, while requiring that

the integrity of the system is protected, need to operate in an open environment, ms out-

lined below. First, the system needs to communicate with systems not controlled by its

owners, and such systems, and the commuxScation paths to them, are not necessarily
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trusted. This communication consists of user data (e.g., mail) and system data (name

and file service, authentication, etc.) Second, the system needs to be built using off-the-

shelf hardware and software, which may have (known or unknown) security problems.

Finally, the system must use existing communications protocols.

. In summary, the operating environment is modeled by the following: hosts, LAN

(the wire, and bridges, routers, and gateways), and the outside world (viz. connections

via gateways).

Finally, for the sake of this work, we adopt the following view of a network attack

or intrusion. A network attack or intrusion is (1) an attempt (successful or unsuccessful)

to use computer services (including but not limited to CPU, disk space, data, etc.) by an

entity (person, organization, or process) which is not authorized to do so; or (2) use of

computer services in such a manner so as to cause harm to the computer system, its

owners, users, or usees.

III. ATTACKS ON NETWORKED COMPUTERS

The sources of network attacks could be hosts on the LAN, devices connected to the

LAN (e.g., wiretaps), and devices outside the LAN connected via a gateway. If the sys-

" tem owners have taken sufficient precautions regarding physical access to the hosts and

. the LAN, and regarding screening of users authorized to use the system, the remaining

point of weakness is from outside the LAN. The targets of attacks could be hosts, the

LAN (including bridges and gateways), and resources outside the LAN used by the sys-

tem or its users.

An attacker can have a wide range of possible objectives. An attacker could be mal-

icious (i.e., eager to cause harm), or benign (i.e., causing harm to the computer system,

its owners, users, or usees is not his intention). However, the attacker could harm the

system inadvertently. The objective__ of an attacker could include: access the system "for
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fun"; use computing resources (CPU, disk, IlO devices, etc.) for his own purposes; obtain

information stored on the system; modify or destroy information on the system; prevent

or impede normal operation of the system; or damage or destroy the system.

An attack could be considered to comprise of three phases, viz. preparation, execu-

• tion, and post-attack (see Fig. 1). In the preparation phase, the attacker gathers infor-

mation needed to launch the attack. The actual attack occurs in the execution phase. In
w

the post-_ttack phase, the desired effects (including side effects) of the attack are observ-

able. The three phases are analyzed in further detail in the following subsections.

A. The Preparat:'on Phase

The effectiveness of an attacker, both in term of how far he can penetrate the sys-

tem and how well he can avoid detection, depends to a large extent on how well-

informed he is. The corresponding information is of two types - generic information

such as break-in methods, common passwords, and weaknesses in operating systems; and

specific information about the system to be attacked such as the number, types and

names of hosts, the network configuration, the software (both system and applications)

being run, users, their work patterns, and personal information about them (useful for

guessing passwords), and information about sensitive data on the system.

a

A competent attacker is expected to have the generic information. However, he also

. needs the system-specific information. While there are a n'amber of ways of obtaining

such information (phone books, drivers license information, inside contacts, etc.), the n_

work itself is a fruitful source of such information. Some utilities which provide a wealth

of information in the Internet environment are: The Domain Naming System,

NICname/whois service, Finger, Ruptime/rwho, and Seudmail. Details of these services

and how they can be detected are discussed in Section IV.



B. The Attack Phase

Assume an attacker A which may be a hostile program or a human sitting at a

computer. A wishes to attack a target T. In order to do so, A must establish a channel

of communication with T. This may be done by A and T communicating directly with

• each other (for purposes of this discussion, a network operating as intended is considered

simply as a communications channel and not an intermediary) or via an intermediary I,

• where A communicates with I and I communicates with T. An example of using an

intermediary would be to remotely log in to a machine and then access another machine

from it. For example, if a network component such as a gateway were subverted and

o

made to perform differently than intended, then it would be considered an intermediary.

In general, there could be n intermediaries, where n::_0.

Consider such a chain A- I(1)- I(2)-...- I(n)- T. This implies that the attacker

has obtained some measure of control over A and the I's and is using them to l_tJnch an

attack on W. However, A must have launched an attack on I(n) from A and I(1), I(2), ...

I(n-1). Therefore, we see that an aC;tack using a chain of intermediaries can be decom-

posed into a series of attacks, each of which adds to the set of entities under control of

the attacker. For simplicity, we consider A and all of the I's together and refer to the

composite group as A. Then the attack simplifies to an attack from A to T, where A is

a set of entities rather than a single entity.a

For A and T to communicate, T must either offer a service which can be exploited

by A, or T must seek to use a service offered by A. A may get T to use a service con-
i

trolled by it by either obtaining control over a legitimate service provider or by imper-

sonating one.

(i) Services offered by hosts. The lowest level of service provided over the network by

hosts is the receiving and sending of packets. At the Ethernet and IP levels, hosts may

accept, reject, or forward packets based on their source and destination addresses,



protocol typ_, and other characteristics such as security options. Examples of higher

level services are remote login, finger and network file systems. Securitywise, services can

be ranked on two criteria, viz. the degree oi control over the system given by the service,

and the strength oi the authentication performed. Ideally, as the degree of control given

iucreases, so should the strength of the authentication.
d.

" (ii) Services offered by network. The primary service offered by a network (including

gateways, etc.) is the transmission of packets. Other services offered are the routing of

packets and response to network management commands. These services too can be

ranked on the degree of control provi,_ed and on the authentication required.

(iii) Services used by hosts. Hosts use the services provided by the network to send

and receive packets and the services provided by other hosts such as resource location,

network file systems, etc. In this case, a host is vulnerable to incorrect information being

provided by the service.. For example, a resource locator may return the identity of a

resource controlled by the attacker. The purpose of authentication in this case is to

ensure the legitimacy of the information being provided.

(iv) How attackers may exploit services. An attacker may utilize a service in two

ways. First, the service, as documented and intended to operate, may contain security

" holes and weaknesses. These may be compounded by poor operating practices of users

and system administrators, e.g., poor choice of passwords. Second, due to bugs and

trapdoors, the implementation of the service may allow attackers to use the service in

ways not intended by the designers, (Note that there is sometimes a fine line between

bugs and features!) For example, in some operating systems, hitting an interrupt charac-

ter before the login authentication is completed will allow a login without a password,

and some operating systems will crash the host when certain types of Ethernet packets
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are received.

(v) Examples of services. "We give examples of some services offered and used by BSD

Unix together with what they allow a user to do, and the type of authentication per-

formed.

.....

Servi ce Al lows Au t hen tj ca t io n
•.; ........ ,,.,

finger information about users none

mail writing to mail file essentially none

user FTP read/write files password

anonymous FTP read/wr;re restricted set of files none

rlogin log-in privileges access control xist / password

name service name- address translation host address

network file systems read/write/execute files host address

C. The Post-Attack Phase

A system may continue to exh'ibit changes even after the activity of the attack is

" over. This may consist of the effects desired by the attacker and possible side effects.

From the point of view of the system owner, effects of an attack could include:
i

• Dissemination of data stored on the system.

• Loss or reduction of system services, possibly due to the attacker's use of services or

by the attacker causing damage to the system.

• Loss of system integrity and confidence in the system. Once a system has been

penetrated, there is always a possibility that the attacker may do so again, possibly

via trapdoors left open the first time.
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IV. DETECTING AN ATTACK

The principal problem in detecting an attack is distinguishing it from normal sys-

tem activity. Our approach is to rate activities on their likelihood of being an attack and

. concentrate on those deemed more likely to be an attack. "Fhe following criteria are used.

• Source of the message - Some sources, especially those outside the LAN or those

with low intrinsic security (e.g., terminal servers, PC's, etc.) are more likely to

launch an attack.

• Destination of the message - Both hosts which contain sensitive information (or are

otherwise attractive 'to an attacker) and hosts with poor security (which can be used

as intermediaries) are likely targets of an attack.

• Service used -Services with poor authentication, or services which yield more

advantages to the attacke_, are more susceptible.
f

• Contents -- The contents of messages can be analyzed to determine their legitimacy.

In general, this is hard, since contents of user messages tend to be unstructured and

vary widely. Controlmessages used by various protocols (e.g., mail, the initializa-

tion part of rlogin) are well structured, and can be analyzed.

It could be expected that an attacker would attempt to make use of the network

services de.scribed in Section ]:II to obtain information to prepare for the attack. There-

- fore, we can detect such attempts by monitoring the network. Because there are many

legitimate uses for such information, the majority of queries may not be indicative of an

attack. However, excessive queries to such services or queries which appear to be gather-

ing information and which would be useful to an attacker may be an indicatie,n that

preparation for an attack is in progress.

Accessing system services from unusual locations, at unusual times, or with unusual

patterns of activity may also be an, indication of an attack in progress. In deciding
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whether an observed activity is an attack, not only the documented features of the ser-

vice but also possible bugs must be considered. In this respect, unusual or infrequently-

used services may be regarded with more suspicion, since well-known services have been

extensively analyzed and have stood the test of time sH that most of their weaknesses can

be expected to be known and possibly corrected as well.

Detecting that an attack has occurred by observing its effects can be done in t_'o

ways. The first is by analyzing system logs and audit trails for evidence of the attacker's

actions, and the second is by observing _hang_ to system behavior due to the attack.

Examples of the la'Aer are hosts crashing or not responding to network queries, or send-

in[, unusual types or numbers of messages. If sensitive data is tagged or can be other-

wise identified by observing it when it is being sent across the network, it is possible to

monitor network traffic for such data being read by an attacker.

In the following subsections, examples cf some known methods of atl_ack are

analyzed [GRMO84, NEBE89, PARK83].

A. Eav4;sdropping

Eaa, esdropping on network traffic can be done from a device connected to the net-

work medium. Eavesdropping on connections outside the organization is of _ _ easy

• because communication links are often not under their control. As well as obtaining sen-

sitive data, eavesdropping can be used to obtain passwords which can later be used to

log in to hosts.

Detection of passive eavesdropping is difficult, unless the physical equipment used

far eavesdropping can be located. Physical security and encryption of dat_. sent on

insecure links can help prevent eavesdropping.

N
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B. Whois / Finger

The whois and finger services provide information about users of the system. While

the information provided is (or should be) non-sensitive, it could be used for compiling

information about an organization (such as which department a person is in and the

• composition of project groups). It can also be used to gather information on account

names and log-in patterns of users in preparation for an attack.

Detection of finger attacks is done by observing unusual patterns of activity. For

instance, repe_ed fingering of the same host, or fingering of all the hosts on a network,

may be considered suspicious.

C. Mail / SMTP
f:

Mail is typically considered a write-only service. However, it is possible to perform

an attack by sending a message which executes system commands when the recipient

reads or executes it. Such a message is called a Trojan home. In the Internet environ-

ment, mail currently does not allow authentication (although use of RFC 1113-1115 may

change this) and it may be possible to get a mail recipient to take some action by send-

ing forged mail.

The SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol)service performs other actions in addi-

tion to delivering mail. It can be used to ascertain the contents of mailing lists and verify

• user id's. Also, if its debug mode is enabled, it can be used to issue commands to the sys-

|

tem.

Mail-based attacks can be detected by comparing the Internet source address with

the source specified, and by monitoring the SMTP service to ensure that it is followed

correctly. Also, mail connections can be monitored to ensure that only a_thorized gate-

way hosts send and receive mail from outside the organization.
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D. Remote Login

Remote login, as provided by the BSD Unix rlogin service or similar services such as

rsh or telnet, allows a user to give commands as if he were on a directly connected ter-

minal, and it enables users to run arbitrar3" programs on a system from a remote loca-

. tion. Many systems allow system administrator (root) privileges by remote login. The

rlogin command allows access to a system by giving a password or by being on an access
o

control list (ACL) kept on the system. The ACL is a list of host and user names. In

addition to logging in by ascertaining the password, an attacker could use the access con-

trol facility by

• Obtaining access to an account listed in the target's ACL.

• Obtaining access to the file the list is stored in ( .rhosts ) and modifying it.

• Subverting the name to address translation service to yield a false address for a host

in the ACL.

a Subverting the network to make it appear the attacker is at a host address

corresponding to a host named in the ACL.

• Obtaining system privileges on a host named in the ACL and masquerading as the

user named in the ACL.

The above illustrates the fact that security is obtained from a chain of factors and
a

the chain is only as strong as its weakest link. In normal use, remote logins tend to be

• from local hosts plus a limited number of remote hosts. Monitoring of the source address

and the destination host and user is useful in detecting login attacks.

E. Network File Systems

Network file systems are services provided by hosts to other hosts on the network,

and hosts are therefore susceptible to attack both as service providers and service users.

In the first case, an attacker could access a network file service to read from and write to
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files, and in the second, he could provide a file system containing bad data or programs

to be used by the system under attack.

As in the case of login, detecting file system traffic to or from the outside could be a

sign of an attack.

F. Misrouting Network Traffic

This is an example of an attack on a network and it can be carried out by sending

fraudulent control messages to gateways, touters and hosts Misrouting couldbe used to

direct unauthorized traffic to an attacker's machine, where it could be examined and pos-

sibly modified, to masquerade as hosts, or to prevent hosts from communicating with

each other.

Detection of attacks on network components is done by observing control packets

used to modify routing tables, and by comparing routing tables in hosts and gateways

with the expected values.

G. Overloading the System

A denial-of-service attack can be p,erformed by overloading various parts of the sys-

tem, such as hosts, the network, and gateways. One method of overloading a network is
J.

by simply sending a stream of packets which exceed the capacity of the network or a

" particular part of the network. Variations of this scheme, in which each packet sent

causes a large number of packets to be generated at the target network, can be used to.

disrupt a network without overloading the sender. Another strategy could be to open a

large number of connections to a target host or network. Since host and gateway routing

tables have limited capacity, this activity will eventually lead to bona-fide users being

unable to connect since ali the resources are being used by bogus connections.
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This type of attack is easy to detect since it results in a sharp increase in network

traffic, either as a whole, or from/to a host or subnet.

H. Domain Name Service (DNS)

" This is an example of an attack in which an attacker gains control of a service used

by hosts in the system. The DNS is used to translate host names into addresses, An

attacker impersonating a remote name server could return fraudulent addresses to name

queries, thus leading hosts to connect with machines (possibly controlled by the attacker)

other than those expected.

' The above are only a sample of the possible types of attacks which could occur over

a network. They serve to illustrate the variety of possible attacks. It should be noted

that none of the above attacks use any particular bugs in the implementation of services.

/5 any such bugs exist, they will provide additional avenues for attack. In summary, any

attack will consist of the three phases: preparation, execution, and effects; and it will

either use a service or it will provide a service (to be used by the target).

V. CONCEPT OF THE N.S.M.
..

• This section presents the conceptual view of the NSM. Currently the NSM uses a

: four dimensional matrix of which the axes are: Source (a host which generates traffic),

Destination (a host to which traffic is destined), Service (mail, login, etc.), and Connec-

tion ]SD(a unique identifier for a specific connection). Each cell in the matrix represents a

unique connection on the network from a source host to a d_tination host by a specific

service. This matrix is similar in concept to an access matrix, and so it is often referred

to the Access Control Matrix. Each cell holds two values: the number of packets passed

on the connection for a certain time interval, and the s_lm of the data carried by those
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packets. An analyzer must examine the data patterns in the matrix representing the

current traffic to determine if an attack is occuring on the system.

One method to examine the traffic matrix is to compare it against a matrix holding

a certain pattern. For example, a comparison may be made against a matrix holding the
i

. representation of a specific attack. To compare the two matrices, the pattern being

checked can be treated as a mask, and the current traffic pattern can be passed through

that mask. Data passing through the mask should be brought to the attention to a

security officer.

Designing patterns for ali possible attacks is difficult at best and perhaps impossible.

Therefore, the NSM generates a mask of normal traffic flow, and an inverse (as in a pho-

tographic i_averse) is made of this normal traffic matrix. This new mask represents all

traffic flow outside the normal traffic flow. The matrix for the current traffic flow is

passed through this "abnormal" mask, and any data passing through is presented of the

security officer.

Unfortunately the matrices for the network traffic are potentially enormous, espe-

cially if a larger dimensional matrix is considered. Even sparse matrix implementations

contain a very large number of cells. Checking each cell against the mask may require

more resources than available. The NSM, therefore, groups cells in a logical and

- hierarchical fashion. The groups are then presented to a mask, which in turn has been

grouped. If a group passes through the mask, this group can be presented to the security

officer; furthermore, the NSM can break the group into Zhe smaller constituents to per-

form a more detailed analy_.is.

Our groupings are based on the axes of the matrix. Ali the connect;.ons of a specific

service between two hosts are grouped into a "Source-Destination-Service" group

representing all the traffic flowing from the Source to the Destination by that Service.

Each of the service groups for a pair of hosts are then grouped into a "Source-

Destination" group representing ali the traffic flowing from the Source to the Destination.
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All the "Source-Destination" groups for a specific source ho_t are grouped into a _ource

group representing ali the traffic generated by that Source. The result is a hierarchical
,

structuring of groups from the Source group to the individual cell.

This hierarchical structuring allows for a monte carlo divide and conquer search of

• the entire network traffic. If processing power is available, greater analysis may be con-

ducted on groups which do not show abnormality to reduce chances thnt the probabilis-

tic search presented an incorrect answer.

Other structured groupings may be desired. Examples include grouping services

which use a particular implementation, grouping services by the level of authentication

they require, grouping hosts by the operating systems they use, and grouping hosts by

their physical location.

The second method to examine the current traffic matrix is to apply a set of rules

against the matrix. This method is particularly important if profile masks have yet to

be generated. Since the rules look for specific traffic patterns, they can be transformed

into matrix masks too; therefore, only the single analysis tool, passing current traffic

through masks, needs to be used. Unfortunately, after examining a number of potential

rules, we have found not all rules apply well at ali grouping levels, so a mask may only

be applicable at a single level. For example, a rule looking for a login connection which

• only exchanges a few packets and teriainates (thus indicating a possible failed login) does

not map well to the Source-Destination group level. Conversely, a rule looking for a host

communicating with a large number of other hosts works well at the Source-Destination

level, but it does not work well at the connection level.

VI. DETAILS OF THE N.S.M.

This section examines the details of the NSM prototype. The NSM was built on a

Sun-3/50 workstations and it consists of five separate components: a packet catcher, a
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parser, a matrix generator, a matrix analyzer, and a matrix archiver. A description of

these basic components and of the overall system is given, followed by a more in-depth

examination of the matrix analyzer component. A description of an interface to the sys-

tem, which is under construction, is presented at the end of this section.

i*

A. Overall Structure
m

The NSM prototype com_ists of the five main components linked in a pipeline

fashion. The components are modular so they may be modified separately, as long as

their interfaces remain unchanged, and they may be used as parts of other programs --

the first three components are used by another of our projects, the Eavesdropper, and

components one, two, three, and five were used to generate the data to build the profile.

The packet catcher captures the traffic off the network._ collects the individual bits

into separate Ethernet packets, and passes each packet to the parser. Of the five com-
. -

portents of the NSM, this is the only one that is platform clependent. It must be able to

put the Ethernet hardware into promiscuous mode, so ali traffic, not just the traffic des-

tined for the host on which the monitor is running, is captured•

The parser takes the packet from the packet catcher, parses the layers of protocol,

extracts pertinent information from each layer, and passes the information to the matrix

generator. The parser needs to have detailed knowledge of the protocols it is to parse.

. The pertinent information consists of the packet's source, the packet's destination, the

service, which host initiated the connection, and a unique thread lD. Although we are
°

currently only parsing IP and TCP protocols_ this pertinent information should be avail-

able in most protocols.

The matriz generator takes the information passed down from the parser, finds a

cell in the Access Control Matrix, or current traffic matrix, to which the packet belongs,
i

' and increments a counter in that cell. Each cell in the matrix represents a single connec-

tion across the network. The counter in the cell indicates how many packets have been

_J in
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generated by this single connection. A counter also resides in the cel_ to indicate how

many bytes of data have been generated by the connection (a packet may contain a v_ri-

able amount of data), but is not used in the prototype. This matrix location is based on

the 4-tuple <source, destination, service, connection ID >. A static matrix to hold every

. possible 4-tuple is prohibitively large (the source and destination fields are 32 bits long),

so the sparse matrix is implemented with link lists. This sparse matrix is shared with
w

the matrix analyzer. In addition to communicating to the matrLx analyzer by up,_ating

. counters in the matrix cells, every time a new node hasto be generated, a message is sent

to the matrix analyzer that a new communication has begun.

The link list matrix format consists of a list of nodes containing the addresses of

hosts which have placed a packet on the network. Each of these "source" nodes has a list

of nodes holding the addresses of hosts to which it, the source node, has sent a packet.

Each of these "destination" nodes has a list of nodes holding information about each ser-

vice used between the source and destination hosts. Each " " "service node has a list of

nodes holding information about each connection using the service between the source

t! _e lO

and destination hosts. Finally, each connection node contains the number of packets

used by the connection and which host, the source or destination, initiated the connec-

tion.

The source, destination, and service nodes also contain current information about

" the nodes below them. This corresponds to the grouping of cells mentioned previously.

The service node contains the sum of ali the packets using the service between the source

and destination nodes, and the service node knows how many connections nodes there

are below it. The destination node contains the sum of all the packets which have

passed between the source and destination, and it knows how many service nodes are

below it. Finally, the source node contains the sum of ali the packets which it has gen-

erated, and it knows how many destination nodes are below it. Since the placement of

each packet must go through each node along its path to the proper "connection" node,
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the nodes along the path to insertion simply increment a counter every time a search

passes through it. Thus no extra work is required to keep the aggregate totals.

The matriz analyz, r examines the matrix representing the current traffic. The

analysis is done by two different methods: examining the current network trafficagainst

• t! lt!

• normal network traffic, the masking technique, and by applying rules to the current

network traffic to look for specific patterns (the rules have yet to be turned into masks).
m

The matrix analyzer is triggered bytwo different events: first, when a new node is gen-

erated by the matrix generator, a quick analysis is made of the new connection, and

second, an alarm sounds at prescribed intervals to start a thorough analysis. The

current monitor checks every five minutes. Theoretically the matrix analyzer should do a

thorough analysis continually. In practice, however, enough computing power may not

be available, so a compromise must be made -- we simply chose five minutes intervals.

Furthermore, if a connection passes the initial quick analysis, a thorough analysis would

not detect anything until enough packets have been generated to indicate something

abnormal. After every third check, a message is sent to the matrix archiver to store the

current matrix.

The matrix analyzer also handles the reporting of problems to a security officer.

Eventually another component, which is mentioned in part C of this section, will be

- added to generate a powerful but easy to use interface for.the security officer. The

matrix analyzer will then pass its results to the interface module which will determine

how topresent the results to the officer.

Finally the matrix archiver writes the matrix representing the current traffic out to

disk. Currently a signal to save the matrix is sent to the archiver by the matrix analyzer

every fifteen minutes. The size of our archive files is approximately two and a half kilo-

bytes when compressed. Thus, approximately one megabyte of storage is used every four

days. The archived files can be used to build or update a network profile. Also, if a pre-

viously unsuspicious computer is marked as suspicious, its previous network activity can
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be tracked.

B. A nctysis Phase

As indicated previously, the matrix analyzer examines the matrix representing the

. current traffic. Specifically, it looks for unusual trai_c patterns and particular traffic

patterns. Searching the traffic for unusual trafficrequires knowledge of normal network
m'

activity which initially may not be available. Therefore, the specific traffic pattern detec-

tion scheme is essential.

To detect specific patterns in the network traffic, a series of rules is applied to the

current matrix. These rules look for traffic patterns the author, the writer of the rules,

imagines an attack will generate. The prototype is currently looking for very simple pat-

terns: a single host communicating with more than fifteen other hosts, loglns (or

attempted logins) from one host to fifteen or more other hosts, and an any attempt to
P

communicate with a nonexistent host. These rules scan for unimaginative and sys-

tematic attempts to break into a local computer system. More elaborate rul_ may be

easily added.

Detecting unusual patterns, a probabilistic analysis of the traffic, requires knowledge

of what the normal traffic flow is. The current traffic matrix is then compared to the

" normal/abnormal traffic mask to determine if something unusual is happening. Analysis

of the network traffic of our department shows most computers communicate almost
b

exclusively with a very small subset of other computers (roughly three to five other

hosts), and when these computers do communicate, the same services are almost always

used. Thus, even though there is a very large number of possible communication paths,

only a very small subset is used. Any attack, even by local machines, would need to

have intimate knowledge of these communication paths to go undetected.

The prototype examines the current network traffic when a new node is added to

the traffic and at five minute intervals. When a new node is added to the network, the
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probabilistic analysis examines the cell against the normal/abnormal mask. At the five

minute intervals, the entire traffic matrix is compared to the normal/abnormal mask and

the rules. Examining the probability that each path will exist and the probability that

the amount of traffic generated on each path is normal can be expensive, so the hierarchi-

cal search pattern is used to limit the depth of the search. The search examines the sum-

mary information at each index node, the grouping information mentioned previously, to

determine whether to perform an analysis deeper into the matrix. For example, if two

nodes are communicating within normal boundaries, further examination of the indivi-

dual services and connections may not be made.

Finally, the NSM's normal profile does not consist simply of a mean and variance; it

consists of a range of values and the probability of observing a value at _,ch range.

Careful examination of ne_;vork traffic showed that data amounts were not always Gaus-

sian distributed; therefore, the mean and variance could not capture the true shape of

the data.

C. NSM User Interface

The user interface for the NSM system is under development. Its purpose is to pro-

vide a user (e.g., the security officer) information about the Access Control Matrix

. (ACM) in pictorial form that can be used to alert the security officer to a_tacks that

change the tactics of the NSM.

In implementing the NSM interface, several goals had to be accomplished, and these

goals are outlined below.

(i) Real-Time Display. This is accomplished through the use of a se_ of tools that gra-

dually set constant elements of the ACM vector: (to-host,from-host,service). This process

minimizes specific data requests to the ACM.
I

(ii) Ease of the interface. By working with the X Window Interface environment cou-

pled with the Athena Widget Toolkit, all tools are controlled through positioning of a
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(iii) Readability iof displayed data. The three different tools graphically illustrate

data such as 'blaCked' hosts with no connections to other machines in the Variable

Display; relative value boxes in the Grid Display for various measures; and actual infor-

. mation flowing between hosts in the Connection Display. (See Fig. 2.)

(iv) Portability o'_ system. The X Window Interface is felt to maximize the possibility

that the system will be portable due to its wide-spread influence in the computing indus-

try.

(v) Non-competitlon with actual NSM. Much of the work for display of the data is

done through the use of the Toolkit and the Window servers, thereby freeing up the

NSM to concentrate on its detection routine(s).

Future planned implementation of tools include various 'dials' and 'gauges' as

extensions of the Grid I)isplay tool, as well as a tool for interaction between the NSM

and the security officer. Also needed and planned are the implementation of 'groups' to

assign a common name tc, a group of hosts as well as increasing the vector to handle a

user and time variable.

This interface shares many qualities with the IDES system interface, in that its pur-

pose is to show the current state of traffic in a machine. The NSM, however, works on a
$

larger scale than the IDES system, which is intended normally for single-host security

" analysis. The majority of this difference consists of the different priorities of what each

interface reports. However, the IDES system currently has advantages that the NSM

lacks such as aliases. Future NSM enhancements will remove this deficiency.
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VI]. PERFORMANCE OF THE N.S.M.

The first analysis of the NSM's performance only included the rule base detection.

Probabilistic detection testing will begin shortly; however, a computation of the actual

• data path space used has been calculated and will be described later. The NSM was

tested for twenty days on the our Ethernet. Included in the test da!_a were two simu-

lated attacks. The attacker and the individual writing the rules did not discuss the

attacks.

As mentioned previously, only a few simple rules are used; however, these rules have

proven useful. The following are the rules used:

• If the total number of connections by a single service between two machines is

greater than fifteen, then report.

• If a host communicates with more than fifteen other hosts using the telnet or login

services, then report.

• If a connection is attempted to a nonexistent host, then report.

A total of 86 warnings, or approximately four warnings a day, were issued. Most of

• these warnings were generated by workstatioI s running a large number of X window

tools on a remote CPU and by mail connections from our central mail host. Some of the
Q

more interesting warnings are described below.

1) A number of hosts copied a large number of files via the File Transfer Protocel.

File transfers of over three hundred files were observed more than once. Further investi-

gation showed that people were backing up their files to other machines using rtp. At

least one large ftp was to a host at Stanford containing a large number of public domain

programs for personal computers.
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2) Over three hundred fingers were initiated between two machines. The finger pro-

gram is one of several services which provide information about the state of a system:

who is currently using the system, which people have never logged in (and thus Inay

have a default password), who has unread mail, etc. This information can be used to

, prepare for an actual attack, so the report caused some concern. Fortunately it was only

one of our colleagues launching a simulated attack.

3) Over 150 mail messages were exchanged between two machines which normally

do not exchange mail. Further analysis of the system files on one of the machines indi-

cated that the mail was exchanged between only two users -- one of them being root on

one machine. Further investigations will continue.

4) On several occasions, over thirty login failures were recorded between a dial-up

port and a host on our network but not under our control. Investigations are still con-

tinuing for these events as weil.

S) Several warning were issued concerning a large number _f connections made

through an unknown service by several new HP workstations. The unkno,,_n service

appears to be local to the new machines.

6) Finally, a computer game called '*Empire" was initiated on a local host, and the

game and Internet address were announced on the use.net network. Frequent, warnings

• were issued concerning the number of hosts, often over twenty, which were communicat-

ing with our local machine.

Only one of the two simulated attacks was picked up by the rule base system. The

other simulated attack involved moving massive amounts of data between two machines.

Since the information was copied using oaly a single service connection and only between

two legitimate hosts, the rules did not detect the attack. Assuming these two machines

do not regularly exchange massive amounts of data, '_he probabilistic detection scheme

would have probably detected this attack.
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Although the probabilistic detection scheme (passing the traffic _.hrough masks), has

not been tested yet, the actual data paths and the potential data paths have been rneas-

u_'ed. A data path is defined to be a means by which two hosts can communicate. This

is generall';' provided by network services on the hosts - communication via removable

media such as disks or tapes is not considered. Thus the total number of data paths
D

between two hosts is defined to be the total numt of network services by which the

" two hosts may communicate. The total number of possible data paths is then the

number of host pairs possible multiplied by the number of services used.

A data path is considered to be used if at least one connection, on the average, is
J

made on that path every two weeks. A calculation of the total number of data paths

actually used on our Ethernet was 0.6_ of total number of data paths possible. There-

fore our sparse matrix represents only 0.6_ of the potential matrix size, and the proba-

bility of a random network attack occuring on one of the normally used data paths is

only 0.6_.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

=

We have discussed an approach to obtaining network security based on capturing

• and analyzing network activity. The need for a security monitor is clear: Most net-

works are intrinsically insecure as are the hosts that are attached to the network, and

the network must be protected against users (insiders and outsiders) misusing privileges.

The paper establishes an implemented framework (called the NSM) for coping with

network attacks. The NSM, working on an Ethernet although most of the system is

independent of the network type, captures and analyzes every packet. A use of the net-

work is considered suspicious if it is very dissimilar to previous uses (aka profiles) or is

inconsistent with one or more policies. Similar methods for flagging attacks are the basis
-

for host-based security monitors.
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TLe network model offers the opportunity for a hierarchical analysis of activity. At

the lowest level, host-to-host activity is analyzed; at the next level it is services, and at

the next level it is connections. The lowest level is the first line of defense, passing suspi-

cious behavior to the higher levels. This is the manner in which *.he NSM 'aorks auto-

nomously. Under security officer control, the requests for data start at the top level and

proceed downward. Work is in progress on a more detailed analysis of network activity

involving users and applications.

The paper also presents a model of network-based attacks, the model reflecting the

phases of an attack, the services used, and the purpose of the attack. We have used this
,

model to generate trial attacks on the network and to determine the effectiveness of the

NSM in detecti_.g such attacks. The attacks have a commonality, in that a user gains

access to the network and then attempts to determine what the hosts can offer him or

attempts to damage the network. The attacks we generated all involve noticeable

increases in activity at one of the thr_ levels of our analysis hierarchy, and were easily

detected by the NSM.

Many attacks will take this form, and will be detectable by the NSM in real-time.

More subtle attacks will not leave so obvious a trail in network behavior. For example,

an attacker could guess a password for a host, and use the vep facility to copy the pass-

, word file from another host for the ultimate purpose of cracking passwords. (Of course,

the NSM could contain rules to be suspicious of the password file being transfered, but

one could easily think of file names that would not be suspicious to the NSM.) Thus a

comprehensive monitor would also involve host-based monitors to watch over the activi-

ties of individual hosts. We are considering such hybrid systems.

Our initial results with synthetic attacks are promising and the overall framework

for network monitoring allows integrating the NSM with the analysis software that is

part of current host-based monitors. Clearly, however, it is essential to install the NSM

(and other monitors) into real settings for extended times and determine their
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effectiveness in coping with real attacks.

Finally, we remark that our present network monitoring activiti_ are confined to

the local environment because the broadcast property of LANs enables us to design and

test a single secure monitor that has access to ali of the network traffic. Distributed

. monitoring of wide area networks will undoubtedly be more complex, and it will be

taken up after our experience from LAN monitoring matures. In an irregular-structured,

store-and-forward network, a single location of the monitor will no longer suffice since all

network packets will not necessarily be routed through a particular node. Hence, the

network monitoring functions have to be distributed among several nodes. These nodes

will e_change information to reach a consensus on whether an attack is in progress. Not-

ing that some of these nodes might have themselves been compromised, the distributed

monitoring mechanism is expected to borrow some of the concepts from the Byzantine

generals Problem [LAMP82].
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